The Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has been increasingly deployed in indoor environments for object tracking and monitoring. However, the uncertain characteristics of RFID data, including noise and incompleteness hinder RFID data querying and analysis at higher levels. Hence, it is of paramount importance to cleanse the RFID data for such applications. This paper introduces our comprehensive research on cleansing RFID data in indoor settings. We focus on two inherent errors in such RFID data: false positives (unexpected cross readings) and false negatives (missing readings). In our proposed graph model based approach, we design a probabilistic distance-aware graph to represent the indoor topology, the deployment of RFID readers and their sensing parameters. We also augment the graph with transition probabilities that capture how likely objects move from one RFID reader to another. Based on the proposed graph, we design cleansing algorithms to reduce false positives and recover false negatives. In the learning-based approach, we propose an Indoor RFID Multi-variate Hidden Markov Model (IR-MHMM) to capture the uncertainties of indoor RFID data as well as the correlation of moving object locations and object's RFID readings. We solely use raw RFID data for the learning of the IR-MHMM parameters. Using the resulting IR-MHMM, the learning-based approach is able to deliver cleansing performance comparable to and even better than that of the graph model based approach, although the former requires much less prior knowledge than the latter.
Introduction
A typical RFID based application consists of RFID tags attached to the objects (e.g., a check-in bag at an airport or an item in a store), and the RFID readers that detect the objects within their proximity ranges. Each RFID reader continuously detects objects in its range and generates reports with the frequency determined by its sampling rate. Each such report is a raw RFID reading tagID, readerID, t , implying that the object with the tag tagID is detected by the RFID reader identified by readerID at time point t. In a wide variety of indoor scenarios, RFID based systems generate 100 to 1,000 times the data generated by conventional bar code systems. One of the leading retailers, Walmart, is estimated to generate more than 7 terabytes raw RFID data per day [4] . Such huge amounts of data form a rich mine for data querying and analytics that are intended to uncover unique insights about the indoor environments.
However, the errors present in raw RFID data hinder the process of performing high level querying and analytics on such data. Due to the inconsistent nature of RF signals, the detection range of an RFID reader may change unexpectedly from time to time, especially in an indoor space where there are various signal reflecting and/or blocking entities like walls as well as changing flows of people. Our research has been focused on cleansing two types of errors inherent in indoor RFID tracking data. False positives (cross readings) occur when a tag (and the object it is attached to) is unexpectedly detected by multiple readers simultaneously. This may result from an unexpected change of the detection range of a reader. Such changes happen due to various reasons, e.g., metal items that reflect the signals, or the re-direction of reader antenna(s). As a result, the object is reported by multiple readers that are placed at different positions, and thus the object's position become ambiguous. False negatives (missing readings) occur when a reader fails to read a tag in its detection range. Missing readings are caused by power failures on readers, tag orientation with respect to the reader, presence of metal, dielectric or water close to the tag, and other factors. An indoor RFID deployment is illustrated in Figure 1 and part of the data generated for a person with tag 1 there is given in Table 1 . The person was first detected by reader R 1 from time point t 0 to time point t 3 , yielding four readings by reader R 1 . It is noteworthy that the RFID readers altogether do not cover the entire indoor space because otherwise the deployment cost would be too high. Therefore, an object is not continuously detected by RFID readers and for many time points the data does not tell where an object is. Due to the unexpected expansion of R 4 's detection range, at time points t 13 and t 14 , tag 1 was detected by both readers R 4 and R 9 . As a result, tag 1 seems to be present in both locations at time points t 13 and t 14 , thus giving rise to a false positive. It is, however, impossible that tag 1 can appear in both locations at the same time as the two readers R 4 and R 9 cover two separate locations and their detection ranges are not configured to overlap. Next, tag 1 was detected by reader R 17 from time point t 26 to t 29 . However, tag 1 is not supposed to be detected by R 17 before it is detected by reader R 10 on its way as shown in Figure 1 . Actually, tag 1 passed through R 10 but it failed to generate any information, thus giving rise to false negatives. To effectively and efficiently support high-level RFID business logic processing, it is necessary to perform data cleansing to reduce false positives and recover false negatives in raw indoor RFID data. In this paper, we present two approaches to address this problem. The graph-based approach uses a graph model to capture detailed domain information including the deployment of RFID readers, the indoor topology, the configurations of RFID readers, and the transition probabilities that capture how likely objects move from one RFID reader to another. Utilizing such information in the graph model, algorithms are designed to eliminate false positives in raw RFID data and create correct readings for false negatives in the data. In contrast, the learning-based approach assumes considerably less prior knowledge and employs an Indoor RFID Multi-variate Hidden Markov Model (IR-MHMM) to infer the most probable observation sequence for an object. Such inferred sequences accordingly reduce false positives and recover false negatives. To learn the parameters for the IR-MHMM, the approach uses raw RFID data without any labels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the graph-based indoor RFID data cleansing approach and the learning-based approach, respectively. Section 4 draw some conclusions and discusses directions for future research on cleansing indoor RFID data.
Graph-Based Approach for Cleansing Indoor RFID Data
In the graph-based approach, the raw RFID data is pre-processed and transformed into more meaningful tracking records without any information loss. Each tracking record is in the format of tagID, readerID, t s , t e , count , which means object identified by tagID is detected by reader identified by readerID for count times during the time interval [t s , t e ]. Details can be found in our previous work [3] .
Indoor Graph Model
In order to handle false positive and false negatives in raw indoor RFID data, it is useful to know the information about the constraints implied by RFID reader deployment, e.g., the indoor distance from one RFID reader to another. It is also useful to know the transition probabilities of moving objects, i.e., the likelihood an object moving from one RFID reader to another. To capture such information, we propose a graph model that enables us to estimate the minimum travel time and derive the most probable moving path from one reader to another. The basic idea is to model the readers as graph vertices and assign to each vertex the corresponding reader's information including the detection range, the minimum dwell time, and the sampling rate. The minimum dwell time indicates the shortest time that an object must spend in the detection range in order to be detected by a reader. The minimum travel time required to move from one reader (vertex) to another is derived from the maximum moving speed at which the object is moving and the indoor distance between the two readers. The maximum speed and the indoor distance are captured as weights for each corresponding edge in the graph. Moreover, each edge has another weight that is the transition probability for objects to move from one reader to the other. The transition probabilities are obtained from historical data generated by the same set of deployed readers, more details in [2] . As a matter of fact, the process of handling false positives and false negatives can be extended to the cases where the known correct vertex is not the first one. In such cases cleansing work both in forward and/or backward direction. Formally, the undirected graph model is defined as
is the set of edges, where (r i , r j ) ∈ E if one can move from r i to r j without being detected by a third reader. 3. L V : V → R × R assigns to a vertex v i the minimum dwell time and sampling frequency of the corre-
assigns to an edge (r i , r j ) the minimum indoor walking distance between two readers r i and r j , the maximum speed at which an object can move between them, and the probability with which an object can move between them. Specifically, L E (r i , r j ) = (d i,j , s i,j , p i,j ). For the sake of flexibility, we do not use the travel time directly as the graph weights. Our weights of speed and distance support scenarios where the maximum speed varies and thus the travel time also varies between a given pair of readers. An example of such variations is conveyor belts with deployed RFID readers. Also, our design of individual graph vertex weights supports the case where different RFID readers are of different types or set to different configurations in the same deployment. The graph model corresponding to the setting given in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2 .
False Positive Cleansing
In this section, we briefly describe how to reduce false positives in the raw data. The details of the process and the algorithms can be found in our previous work [3] . From the perspective of tracking records, false positives occur if two tracking records temporally overlap or are too close to each other. For such cases, we need to check if the two involved readers are close enough in the deployment. If they are not close enough for the object to move from one to the other during the time gap, or for it to be seen simultaneously by the two readers, the two tracking records are dirty as they tell wrong information with respect to the reality.
We use the information captured by the graph model (G) to conduct the false positive cleansing. To identify and reduce the possible false positives involving two RFID readers R s and R d , we first compute the minimum traveling time (min tt(R s , R d )) that a moving object needs to reach from R s to R d . Specifically, we apply the Dijkstra's algorithm to graph G, expanding the search from R s until R t is reached. In the process, we also take into account the minimum dwell time of a device R i , which is captured by the corresponding vertex v i 's weight G.L V (v i ), in prioritizing the visiting order of unvisited vertices (readers). Due to the page limit, we omit the details of min tt(R s , R d ) computation.
We illustrate false positive cases in Figure 3 . Figure 3 (a) shows a clean case where the idle time between two consecutive tracking records tr and tr is sufficiently long, i.e., longer than the minimum traveling time between readers R 6 and R 7 . We need to do nothing for such a case in the false positive cleansing. The case shown in Figure 3 (b) illustrates that we need to truncate tr.[t s , t e ], adjusting tr's part shown in black, because the idle time between tr and tr is shorter than the minimum traveling time between devices R 6 and R 7 . The case shown in Figure 3 (c) takes place as a subcase of the previous case. Here, tr is deleted after the cleansing because its remaining dwell time is fully covered by the minimum travel time between devices R 6 and R 7 . 
False Negative Recovery
False negatives occurs when a reader fails to generate data about the presence of object in its detection range. Our false negative recovery process works on the tracking records, by utilizing the information captured by the proposed graph model G. Without loss of generality, we consider a table that contains all the tracking records for one object only. For simplicity, we assume that the first reader always reads an object, and thus we always have the correct first tracking record of the object. In order to detect false negatives in the data, we sequentially check each tracking record tr s with its succeeding record tr d . If tr s 's reader R s and tr d 's reader R d are not neighbors according to the graph G, there is a false negative(s) as the object must have passed other reader(s) after reader R s and before reader R d . After such a false negative(s) is detected, we find all possible paths from R s to R d in the graph G, excluding those that are not allowed by the constraints captured in the graph. Among all those possible paths, we obtain the most probable path that has the highest product of transition probabilities on the edges. The readers on that path, except R s and tr d , are those readers that have yielded false negatives. For each of those readers, we generate its missing tracking record(s) based on its minimum dwell time and sampling rate. The details of the false negative detection and false negative recovery algorithms can be found in our previous work [2] . We illustrate false negative cases in Figure 4 . The case shown in Figure 4(a) is a simple case where the information of both readers, a source reader (R s ) and destination reader (R d ) is present and there is only one reader (R miss ) which fails to detect a moving object. We use the information of R s and R d captured by the graph G to fill in the missing information of reader R miss . The case shown in Figure 4(b) illustrates the case when more than one reader in between R s and R d fail to detect a moving object. We start from R s and find the most likely path a moving object may have taken to reach destination reader R d and fill in the missing information by using the information captured by the graph G. The case shown in Figure 4(c) illustrates a case where a moving object is tracked by all the readers from first reader R 1 till R n−1 . R n−1 is represented by R s in Figure 4 (c). The last reader(s) R miss somehow fails to detect the object. Without any further evidence of object movement, it is hard to determine the final destination of a moving object. Therefore, filling any new data by a work-around solution may give rise to false positives.
Learning-Based Approach
In this approach, we model the uncertainties in indoor RFID data by a hidden Markov model (HMM) [6] and design methods to learn the model parameters from raw RFID data without requiring detailed prior knowledge about the indoor setting.
Data Transformation
We transform raw RFID data into binary multivariate time series that can be processed by an HMM. The transformed data represents the states of deployed readers, and each binary value represents whether a moving object is detected by the set of deployed readers or not. For an object's raw data like that shown in Table 1 , we define a binary multivariate (BS ) time series as T S i = BS . Specifically, T S i is a sequence of T binary vectors, and each BS t i (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) represents the status of readers detecting the moving object tag i during some time interval t. Each vector is of the size equal to the number of deployed readers, and each data point (bit) takes a binary value based on whether the corresponding reader detects the object or not during time interval t. If a moving object is detected by one or more readers during time interval t, the corresponding bits are all set to 1; otherwise, all the bits are set to 0. Further details can be found in our previous work [1] .
Model Design
Each moving object moves differently and may take different paths. We model the movement of an individual object as a series of state transitions outputted by an HMM that operates on a set of states. The application of tracking the object movement in an indoor space can be characterized by two sets of random variables: visible variables are the observations in the RFID data, and the invisible variables (hidden) represent the true unobserved locations of tracked objects. The two random variables are outcomes of two stochastic processes which can be well modeled by Indoor RFID Multi-variate HMM (IR-MHMM).
Formally, An IR-MHMM is a Multi-variate Hidden Markov Model λ = (S, V, A, B, π), where: 1. S = {s 1 , . . . , s N } is a set of (hidden) states. For t = 0, 1, 2, . . . we denote by S (t) a random variable with values in the state space S, and by V (t) a multi-variate random variable with values in the observation space V . The IR-MHMM defines a joint probability distribution of these variables according to the graphical model shown in Figure 5 , and the conditional probability distributions P (S (1) = s i ) = π i (i = 1, . . . , N ), 1, . . . , M ; i = 1, . . . , N ; t = 0, 1, 2, . . .) . Note that apart from the standard Markov assumption, the model assumes that the components of the observation vector are independent given the current hidden state. Concretely, at a given point in time, whether a reader produces a false negative or false positive reading only depends on the current hidden state of the tracked object but not on the output of any other readers.
The topology of an HMM model is chosen in advance (prior), and then the fixed parameters are learned from a set of sample data. However, choosing the best HMM topology is not trivial. To determine the number of states in the indoor RFID reader deployment case with an effort to keep it minimum, the easiest way would be to use the same number of states as there are deployed readers. However, the results attained with this state space are mediocre, since not the whole indoor space is covered by readers and readers are deployed at a certain distance from each other, which leaves uncovered space between readers. To overcome this problem, we propose three different state space designs for IR-MHMMs. In all cases a design goal is to keep the number of states reasonably small due to the quadratic dependency on the size of S of HMM algorithms like Expectation Maximization (EM) [5] and the Viterbi [7] algorithm. The state space designs for the running example in Figure 1 are illustrated in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a), we design a state for each reader R i and a state for each indoor partition connected with more than one reader. For example, reader R 4 in Figure 1 is represented as state s 4 in the state model shown in Figure 6(a) . Furthermore, hallway 3 in Figure 1 is connected with four readers R 3 , R 6 , R 7 , and R 8 , and thus it is represented by a state s 19 in Figure 6 (a). With this formulation, we have a state space of size 25, i.e., 25 states, which is relatively smaller than the other two models to be detailed. In this model, a ij = 0 if s i and s j correspond to locations that are not directly connected.
The MSM model is computationally faster but has problems for finding a specific location between two readers. It may also have problems in predicting the next state correctly, if the data used to learn the model parameters are generated by the objects moving in a random manner. The model is suitable for the application scenarios where the object movement is constrained and/or directional like check-in bags moving in an airport baggage handling system.
Last State Model (LSM). In this model illustrated in Figure 6 (b), we design two states s i and l si for each reader R i . The intension of state s i is that the object is within reader R i 's detection range, whereas state l si represents that R i was the last reader in whose range the object has been. For example, state L S1 in Figure 6(b) represents the part of indoor space one immediately enters after passing reader R 1 . It is hallway-1 in the floor plan shown in Figure 1 .
In this model, the non-zero transition probabilities are from states s i to the corresponding l si , and from states l si to states s j when there is a direct path from reader R i to R j . We have the state space size as twice the number of deployed readers R, i.e., 2R = 2 × 17 = 34 for a reader deployment shown in Figure 1 . With this state model, we can easily determine the object's previous location while being in some l s i state. The LSM model gives us the flexibility to consider the previous state and current state to determine the next possible state, which is not the case with MSM and more general Markov models.
In-between State Model (ISM). In the state model illustrated in Figure 6 (c), we design a state s i for each deployed reader R i as before, and a state s ij for each location between two adjacent readers R i and R j . For example, we have a state for each reader R 1 and R 2 as s 1 and s 2 , and a state s 1,2 for the space between them i.e., hallway-1 in Figure 1 . With this state formulation, we have 50 states for indoor RFID reader deployment of the same 17 readers shown in Figure 1 . Though the computation cost for learning parameters for this model and then performing the inference based on the learned model will be higher, the model will be useful in cases where objects move in random manner, e.g., people's movement inside airports, shopping malls, etc.
Learning IR-MHMM Parameters
Once the state model for an IR-MHMM is ready, the next key stage is to learn the parameters for the IR-MHMM. The task is to estimate the best set of state transition probabilities and emission (output) probabilities from a given raw output observation sequence.
Parameter constraints of the form a ij = 0 or b ik = 0 are in principle easy to integrate into the standard EM method for HMM parameter learning operating on the full transition probability matrices A: one only needs to initialize these parameters with zero values. The iterations of the EM algorithms will never turn zero values into non-zero values, so that the constraints will also be satisfied by the final solution. In practice, in order to avoid division by zero errors, it is, however, useful to initialize these parameters with small values > 0. We initialize those a ij that are zero according to our state space design with values of 0.01. For a fixed i, the initial values of the remaining transition probabilities a ij then are set uniformly, so that N j=1 a ij = 1. In our experiments we observe that imposing only the "soft" initial constraints a ij = 0.01 does not lead to final solutions where the eventually learned a ij parameter is significantly larger than 0. On the contrary, the parameters initialized with 0.01 typically become still much smaller (< 10 −5 ) during the EM iterations.
In all our state space designs, we have for each reader R i a designated state s i corresponding to locations within R i 's range. Ideally, then, one would have b ii = 1 and b ik = 0 for k = i. Here it would clearly be infeasible to impose these parameter values as hard constraints, because this would preclude the possibility of cross readings. We therefore again use an initialization with a soft version of these constraints, setting b ik = 0.01 (k = i) and b ii = 1 − 0.01(1 − M ). Due to the presence of cross readings in the data, it may easily happen that in the final solution some b ik with k = i become significantly larger than their initial values.
It is worth emphasizing that the parameter estimation for the IR-MHMM uses raw, uncleaned RFID data without any labels, meaning that deployment of the solution is easy.
Data Cleansing
After an IR-MHMM λ has been constructed and its parameters have been learned, we use it to clean the raw RFID data as follows. Given raw RFID data transformed into a multi-variate binary observation sequence (v
M ) (t = 0, . . . , T ), we first use the standard Viterbi algorithm [7] to compute the most probable hidden state sequenceŝ (0) , . . . ,ŝ (T ) given the observations. We then compute the most probable observation sequence (v M |S (t) =ŝ (t) ). Ifŝ (t) = s i , then this probability is maximized by settingv 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we introduce two approaches for cleansing indoor RFID data. The graph model based approach captures in a graph detailed prior knowledge: the RFID reader deployment (both topology and distance among readers), RFID reader properties, and the transition probabilities for objects to move from one reader to another. Such information is utilized in detecting false positives and false negatives and cleanse them in raw indoor RFID data. In contrast, the learning-based approach only needs to know the topology of reader deployment in the indoor space. Instead, it learns information from raw data using a hidden Markov model designed for indoor RFID based object tracking, and applies the model thus obtained to cleanse raw RFID data. Our experimental studies [1] show that, when having enough indoor RFID data for learning, the learning-based approach achieves data cleansing results comparable to or even better than those delivered by the graph-based model.
There are several directions for further research on cleansing indoor RFID tracking data.
• It is possible to further enhance the learning-based approach by using a probabilistic timing model to relate the travel time between readers and the dwell time at each reader. Such information can be integrated into the proposed IR-MHMM.
• It is relevant to design a hybrid, tunable approach that can work with, and adapt to, different availabilities of prior knowledge in order to maximize the data cleansing effectiveness.
• If domain knowledge is available for a particular indoor scenario, both the graph-based approach and the learning-based approach can be further enhanced to achieve better cleansing results.
